


Gain Control 
 

 

Identify Problem: More often than not, kids let things get out of control.  

Instead of dealing with a situation when it first presents 

itself they often push it aside instead of facing it and 

gaining control in the situation.  By acting this way bad 

habits are formed and kids learn to bottle stuff up or run 

from issues. 

 

Exercise: Using the “Gain Control” activity sheet, have each group 

member write responses to the situation from the activity 

sheet. 

 Have students come up with more that one response for 

each question.  Leave time for group discussion while 

having each student share at least one response.  Assist 

youth in identifying when they lost control and how to gain 

control.  Let them know that by continuing to not face 

certain situations can cause the problem to get bigger and 

worse.  Help them to understand that gaining control will 

have positive results. 

 

Identify Skills: Students will be able to recognize when they need to gain 

control. 

Ability to gain control of stressful situations.  

Ability to not lose control of stressful situations.  

Identify process of bad habits forming because of not 

facing issues when first presented.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gain Control 
 

Alan has been getting very angry.  For the past few weeks, Kurt has been pushing Alan, 

shoving Alan, and calling Alan names.  Whenever Kurt does these things, Alan gets 

furious and chases after Kurt.  Kurt is a fast runner and because of this Alan never 

catches Kurt and Kurt laughs wildly at Alan which angers Alan even more.  Kurt is 

controlling Alan.  Kurt enjoys controlling Alan. The more Alan tries to catch him the 

more Kurt enjoys harassing Alan.  Kurt is playing a control game.  On the other hand, 

Alan is tired of the game and wants it to end. 

 

 

Write 3 different ways for Alan to deal with Kurt and regain control. 

 

1.______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Which of the 3 ways for Alan to gain control do you think will have the best results? And 

why? 

 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 


